We show a simple O(n log n) time algorithm computing the order of repetition in a string. A parallel version of the algorithm works in O(log 2 n) time on n processors. The algorithm can be extended to report all squares and maximal repetitions in a string.
Introduction
Studying regularities in strings has a long tradition in combinatorics on words. Starting from the fundamental work of Thue 23, 24] , who considered the existence of in nite repetition-free words, many authors investigated such words in various contexts, see for a review 7] . In the case of in nite words which are de ned by iterated morphisms the problems of repetition-freeness become di cult even for a restricted class of morphisms 6]. On the other hand detecting whether a morphism is square-free is simple, while, surprisingly, detecting whether it is cube-free is still open. For D0L languages, in turn, even deciding whether the order of repetition of words in the language is unbounded is a nontrivial problem 12, 14] .
There are many algorithms for detecting squares in a string, see 5, 8, 20 ] for sequential algorithms and 2, 3, 11] for parallel ones. The sequential algorithms work in O(n log n) time which is proved to be optimal 20]. The parallel ones are work-optimal, i.e. the total number of operations in them is O(n log n), and they work in polylogarithmic time. The algorithm in 8] additionally computes maximal repetitions in a string in time O(n log n). For constant size alphabet there are linear time algorithms detecting squarefreeness 9, 18] and leftmost maximal repetitions 19]. The algorithm in 15] for constant size alphabet detects all squares in O(n + ) time where is the number of squares in the string. Simple randomized O(n log n)-time algorithm for nding leftmost repetition in a string for constant size alphabet is given in 22].
Our contribution to the topic is the rst algorithm which computes, in all cases, the order of repetition of a string. Our algorithm works in O(n log n) time for constant size alphabet. Its parallel version works in O(log 2 n) time and uses n processors. The algorithm can be extended to report all primitive squares and maximal repetitions. Our notion of order of repetition of a word allows fractional repetitions contrary to earlier de nitions 8, 16 ]. An order of repetition of a word w is a maximal number such that there is a factor of w of the form u i u 0 with u 0 a pre x of u and such that = ju i u 0 j juj . In other words the order of repetition of w is a maximum number in form jvj period(v) where v is a factor of w and period(v) is the shortest period of v. The order of repetition is a measure of an unregularity of a string -the smaller the order the less regularities of type u i u 0 . In particular, if the order of repetition is 1 smaller than two then the string is square-free, i.e. it does not contain the regularity of the form uu. The order one says that there are no regularities at all, the string is composed of di erent letters. From the algorithms in 8, 19] it can be concluded an algorithm which computes the order of repetition if it is at least 2. The techniques which are used there does not seem to be extendible to compute the order of repetition if it is smaller than 2.
The algorithm
Our construction uses su x trees. A su x tree for a word w is a trie containing all su xes of the word w$ where $ is a symbol which does not occur in w, Fig 1. Let T(w) be a su x tree for a string w. Denote by f(v), for a vertex v of T(w), the factor of w which corresponds to the path from the root of T(w) to v. It is well known that T(w) can be computed sequentially in linear time and parallelly in O(log n) time using n processors, see 21, 25] and 4] respectively. A factor f is called a special factor of w i there are two distinct letters a and b such that fa and fb are also factors of w or f is a su x of w and f occurs at least twice in w. It is well known that, the set of special factors is precisely the set of all words f(v) for internal vertices v of T(w). Denote by gcf(i; j) the greatest common factor which starts in the word w at positions i and j. Clearly, for any two positions i, j the word gcf(i; j) is a special factor. The reverse is also true. Indeed a special factor f is the greatest common factor of the positions of occurrences of fa and fb in the word or of the two positions occurrences of f one of which being a su x. The algorithm is easy to parallelize. The recurrence of this algorithm can be resolved giving log n levels. At the i-th level the word w is divided into 
